Tallygaroopna Primary School

Presents

Cinderella & Rockerfella

A panto-style musical by Mark & Helen Johnson

Script by Sue Langwade

Courtesy of Out of the Ark
With audience participation from the outset – goodies to cheer, baddies to boo – and some very corny jokes, the stage is set for the tale of Cinderella to unfold in a vibrant panto-style production. We hope you enjoy our show!
Cast

Cinderella (Cinders) – Brittany Meyland
Rockerfella (Rocky) – Brock Austin
Anastacia – Taylah McKenzie
Augustina – Stephanie Fleming
Dan Deeny – Jordan O’Brien
Buttons – Mitchell Bassett
Teaser the dog – Bill Klein
Fairy Nastyboots – Mikayla Church
Fairy Brigade: Fairy Nuff – Ashleigh Moore
Fairy Cake/Paparazzi – Leah Collins
Fairy Sajollygoodfellow – Eloise Walker
Fairy Liquid/Magazine Reporter – Liv Burgess
Fairy Godmother/Costume – Bailey McNab
Offstage Inspector – Jacob McHale
Warm-up People – Kelsie Dempster and Brooke Voss
   Rocky 2 – Jack Fleming
   Cinders 2 – Eloise Walker
Monsieur Bunn le Baker/PR – Kyle Montgomery
Town Crier/Messenger – Preston Hall
Mirror/Bear 1/Programme Seller/Bodyguard – Harvey Walker
3 Townspeople/Bodyguards – Cohan Hall, Jack Fleming, Ryan Voss
   Naughty Kitty – Daniel Collins
Bear 2 & Bear 3 – Nick Church and Dan Klein
   Footman – Declan Newbound
Limo – Brock Rumsey and Zane Brown
Townspeople/Party Guests – 2/3/4
Jessica Bassett, Zane Brown, Nicholas Church, Zoe Collins, Taylah Groves, Grace Jones, Dan Klein, Declan Newbound, Tayla Robertson, Brock Rumsey, Alicia Sprunt, Liv Burgess, Daniel Collins, Leah Collins, Jack Fleming, Cohan Hall, Ashleigh Moore, Ryan Voss, Eloise Walker, Kyle Montgomery, Harvey Walker

Bakers – Foundation/1
Nate Austin, Joshua Collins, Declan Jones, Lachlan Mawson, Beau Voss, Lilly Walker, Jayla Walton, Jake Buckland, Mathew Church, Sam Haberfield, Tom Haberfield, Jade Klein

Cinderella’s Animals – Foundation/1/2

Talent Contest Acts – 2/3/4/5

We would like to thank Anthony Tenace of Kick Back Audio for assistance with sound, Gill and Bernie O’Brien for props, Masters Video Production Numurkah (DVD’s available from the school soon), George Ferguson on lights, and the parents of our wonderful students for costumes and support.